
N3 Subatomic Weight 3% carbon elasticity to Y database R. Y:R (E2).  
In subatomitry of thé pituitary gland, its balancing act, and the natal bias of N2 [absurd].  
 
Nutritional bias [natal], placed in energy that divides into structurés after thé force of light is 
pulled into the Eye. Its latitude. FYI coordinates (u,g) of (u, lo°,g).  
 
Aerial base weight (g9) of aerial substitution to subdiverted energy we call Estrogen. In 
validation [Value] (to time) thé sub hydronic pulls of (negativity) equal weight (squares) that 
divided by time equal the equivalent standpoint to plate tectonics of earth’s gravitational pull to 
formation—> of all Entities. Earth, wind, fire, water, metal. [5].  
 
To the back is birth, thé energy is contained in an aligned vertébral system to light that is 
dormant (psychology to topography —> qualities of outer stars in hydrogenated reflections 
[gene pulls]) that define [sub] quality X at X Factor given states per pull- pp° leaks per form. ״I’m 
not electricity.  
 
X Factor 1. Energy given states. Heat upon reflection. In hyperactivities, thé membrane 
depends on the outer reliance of [skirts] in hypertension to dorment hypothermia at outer levels 
adjacent to Y. Thé force fields gravitate by hydronic pressure, given by light through the eye, 
into the subconscious base of fibers, that react to given interia energy that only nitrogen has to 
offer.  Its outer states reflective times the adjcency to light of inner systems defined [cl systems]. 
The consistent variable.  
 
Y is the adjacent (u, lo°, g) coordinates to left fields (of thé asymmetrical body) that light refers 
and transfers by nucleic reactive [refractive] states « for balance. Thé inert gravitational to 
qualifying speeds is the same in hormonal reactions to reproductive dividends that create 
reproduction.  Helium to thé placenta. It's over reactive heightened sensitivity to squared 
subatomics - (subatomitry)- ultimately décides form by division of (which it inserts) its energy 
into the body. These are aerial degrees to fortified energy [T] that energy cannot allow through 
time due to split fields of hydronic adjacency. Stead to equal energy (to fortify it) beneath (2) 
cells is the hydroconverted (u.lo°,g) measurement of equalizing compound weight. [q,z] я (П) its 
electrical Weight thé chemical reactant.  
 
Date to refraction. Given to its dividend in hypothermic conditions under densities to gravity 
that time cannot offer. Its reversal affect. In (3/3) it's area, circumference holds the same weight. 
This is unit measurement time (substantial) gravitates only under (1) unique rotational axis (Y). 
Thé chromosome reacts to the same fortified energy of given electrolytes that distance (its 
dividend) divides through cells to create structure.  
To what is carbon dating.  
 
X Factor 2. Nurture, on the other hand is evaluated in chemistry [the exact subatomitry] through 
X, the gene, which is the result to chemical (1) condemnation, (2) hypoconverted cell’s, and (3) 



thé action it takes to bound energy together in hydronic states of measurements. Having a 
child.  
 
X Factor 3. Thé earth cannot bound to sound alone, thus fortification to rebounds are stored in 
the hydro nucleus of thé energy fortified that ignites into (2) subterranean degrees upon fields 
(light). This means that the only decree to weather is the exact instance to Eternity that the 
corpus can and has to unify [the ventricles] integration between Time and Mass-> (Energy) 
itself. Shown in juice between the human membrane and cells that divide spectacles between 
fibers, milk production, and DNA structural—> pure forms.  
 

g9—> thé corpus  
L 


